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flection, par desfltes, etpar fabominalles combats de Iceufs avec des chiens en
plein rue, et ckaquejour on-y-perdbras9jamles et la vfe.161
On the whole, then, terribly long hours seem to have been die rule,
tempered by much irregularity, partly involuntary, partly customary,
partly the inevitable reaction from over-pressure.
I know not how to describe [wrote Place] the sickening aversion which at
times steals over the working man, and utterly disables him for a longer or
shorter period from following his usual occupation, and compels him to
indulge in idleness. I have felt it, resisted it to the utmost of my power, but
have been so completely subdued by it, that, in spite of very pressing cir-
cumstances, I have been obliged to submit and run away from my work. This
is the case with every workman I have ever known; and in proportion as a
man's case is hopeless will such fits occur and be of longer duration. The best
informed amongst the workmen will occasionally solace themselves with
liquor, the uninformed will almost always recur to die same means to provide
the excitement which must be procured.162
There is thus some evidence, where tests are possible, of an improve-
ment in the conditions of labour - the reduction of hours in certain
trades. In many occupations, the prevalence of out-work and of
apprenticeship to journeymen made it not the men's interest to reduce
the recognized hours of the trade. Apprentices could and did complain
(though often to little purpose) of having to work after the customary
time.163
In the skilled London trades wages rose after 1793 in a proportion,
which, in spite of the fall in the value of money and of very high bread
prices in certain years, still allowed for an improved standard of living,
which was both a cause and a consequence of the increased sobriety
which accompanied it. Place considered diat one cause of the improve-
ment of the working-people of London by the early nineteendi century
was to be found in the higher wages due to trade clubs and successfiJ
strikes during the war:
The consequence... has been a main cause of the increase of knowledge, of
the sobriety, of the comfort, of better manners and better conduct than
previously existed among workmen; of an end being put to riotous proceed-
ings, public indecencies and gross conduct of all sorts, the extent of which is
thoroughly known to none but those who can remember the state of the
journeymen tradesmen thirty or forty years ago.164

